
Ecce Romani  ch. 10  Derivatives 
 
alius:  another, other 
 *alien:  (n.)  belonging to another people, country or planet,  a foreigner 
 *alienate:  (v.t.)  to cause someone to withdraw or to become detached    
  (alienation)  (The mean girls successfully alienated the new student by  
  making fun of her appearance; she now ate alone every day.) 
 *alias:  (n.)  an assumed name, another name  (Ortiz’s alias is Big Papi.) 
 
ponere:  to put, place 
 *deposit:  (n.)  (v.t.)  to put or place something for safekeeping 
 *postpone:  (v.t.)  to put off until later, to delay until further notice 
 *superimpose:  (v.t.)  to put, to place or to stack on top of something else 
 *impose:  (v.t.)  to place or to set (a burden, a tax or something) upon someone 
  (imposition)  (The high school imposed a dress code on the students; thus  
  hats, sunglasses and short skirts were no longer allowed.) 
 *opponent:  (n.)  a person who goes against, who opposes  (opposition) 
 
itinere:  journey 
 *itinerant:  (adj.)  going from place to place  (During the summer of 2012, Cold  
  Play became an itinerant rock band as they traveled from city to city.) 
 *itinerary:  (n.)  a route, a record of a journey 
 
via:  road 
 *envoy:  a messenger or agent sent by a leader to do business 
 *deviate:(v.i.)to turn aside from a course, to diverge, to depart  (Batman deviated  
  from the path of justice and became a common criminal in Gotham.)  
 *convey:(v.t.)to take from one place to another, to communicate, to transport (Dr. 
  Bruce Banner tried to convey why he avoided anger,but Iron Man ignored 
  his words and sought to upset him in order to get an ally against Loki.) 
 *via:  (prep.)  by means of or way of   (She went to Boston via Portland.) 
 
habet:  he / she holds, has 
 *prohibit:  (v.t.)  to forbid by law,  to prevent  (Prohibition,  prohibitive) 
 *exhibit:  (v.t.)  to show or to expose for public view  (exhibition) 
  
cras:  tomorrow 
 *procrastinate:  (v.i.)  to put off until another day  (procrastination) 
 
incitat:  he / she spurs on, urges on 
 *incite:  (v.t.)  to spur or to urge on, to encourage, to move someone to action 
 
equus:  horse 
 *equestrian:  (adj.)  pertaining or having to do with horses and horsemen 
 *equine:  (adj.)  of, like or having the characteristic of a horse 
iacit:  he / she throws 
 *adjective:  (n.)  a group of words used to describe or modify  nouns 
 *project:  (v.t.)  to hurl or to throw forward (as with one’s voice)  (projection) 



Ecce Romani  ch. 10  Derivatives  Honors 
 
alius:  another, other 
 *alibi:  (n.)  defense of an accused person of having been elsewhere at the time  
  that a crime was committed, also to give an excuse  (The police suspected  
  John as the killer, but he had an alibi, as he claimed he had been with his  
  three friends at the Red Sox game the night of the murder.) 
 
ponere:  to put, place 
 *apposition:  (n.)  to put side by side, to put a word or expression next to another  
  so that the second word explains the first  
 *apropos:  (adj.)  at the right time, appropriate, acceptable  (Dropping the F- 
  bomb is not apropos in or out of school.) 
 *depose:  (v.t.)  to deprive or remove from throne or office  (The Egyptians  
  succeeded in deposing Hosni Mubarak, and he soon found himself in jail.) 
 *deposition:  (n.)  the act or being removed from office,  the act of testifying 
 *composure: (n.) calmness, tranquility, (Ron Artest, aka Meta World Peace, lost  
  his composure during the game and elbowed his opponent in the face.) 
 *dispose:  (v.t.)  to put in a certain order, to arrange, to throw away  (The fans  
  disposed of their trash on the ground, thus infuriating the janitor.) 
 *transpose:  (v.t.)  to alter or change the order of  
  
via:  road 
 *devious:  (adj.)  not in a straight path, winding,    deceitful, deceiving  (deviant)  
  (Severus Snape was devious in his dealings with Harry Potter, pretending  
  to be Voldermort’s ally, while trying to destroy the dark Lord.) 
 *pervious:  (adj.)  allowing passage through, that can be penetrated 
 *impervious:  (adj.)  cannot penetrate,  cannot go through   (The confident  
  African-American student was impervious to the racial taunts and attacks, 
  & continued to do what he had always done, be a friend to those in need.)  
 *Via Media:  (n.) a middle way, a course between 2 extremes 
 
habet:  he / she holds, has 
 *habeas corpus:  (n.)  an order or writ demanding that an imprisoned person be  
  brought before a court to decide the legality of the detention 
 *inhibit:  (v.t.)  to hold back or to keep someone from engaging or doing   
  something   (inhibition)  (The young man would not normally dance on a  
  table, but his abuse of alcohol greatly reduced his inhibitions.) 
 
iacit:  he / she throws 
 *interject:  (v.t.)  to throw in between, to interrupt with  (interjection) 
 *eject:  (v.t.)  to throw out  (ejection) 
 *dejected: (v.t.)  to be disappointed, discouraged  (dejection)  (After watching the 
  Patriots lose yet another Super Bowl to the Giants, the young Patriots fan  
  sat dejectedly in his living room and commiserated with his friends.) 
 *trajectory:  (n.)  the curved path of something hurtling through space 
 *projectile:  (n.)  an object  designed to be hurled, thrown or shot forward 



Ecce Romani  ch. 10  Derivatives 
 
alius:  another, other 
 alien:  (n.)   
 alienate:  (v.t.)    (alienation) 
 alias:  (n.)   
 
ponere:  to put, place 
 deposit:  (n.)  (v.t.)   
 postpone:  (v.t.)  
 superimpose:  (v.t.)  
 impose:  (v.t.)  (imposition) 
 opponent:  (n.)   (opposition) 
 
itinere:  journey 
 itinerant:  (adj.)   
 itinerary:  (n.)   
 
via:  road 
 envoy:  
 deviate:  (v.i.)   
 convey:  (v.t.)   (conveyable) 
 via:  (prep.)    
 
habet:  he / she holds, has 
 prohibit:  (v.t.)   (Prohibition,  prohibitive) 
 exhibit:  (v.t.)  
  
cras:  tomorrow 
 procrastinate:  (v.i.)  (procrastination, procrastinator) 
 
incitat:  he / she spurs on, urges on 
 incite:  (v.t.)   
 
equus:  horse 
 equestrian:  (adj.)   
 equine:  (adj.)   
 
iacit:  he / she throws 
 adjective:  (n.)   
 project:  (v.t.)  (projection) 
 
 
 



Ecce Romani  ch. 10  Derivatives 
 
alius:  another, other 
 alibi:  (n.)   
 
ponere:  to put, place 
 apposition:  (n.)  (appositional) 
 apropos:  (adj.)   
 depose:  (v.t.)   
 deposition:  (n.)   
 composure:  (n.)   
 dispose:  (v.t.)   
 transpose:  (v.t.)    
  
via:  road 
 devious:  (adj.)  (deviant) 
 pervious:  (adj.)   
 impervious:  (adj.)   
 Via Media:  (n.)  
 
habet:  he / she holds, has 
 habeas corpus:  (n.)   
 inhibit:  (v.t.)    (inhibition) 
 
iacit:  he / she throws 
 interject:  (v.t.)   (interjection) 
 eject:  (v.t.)   (ejection) 
 deject:  (v.t.)   (dejected,  dejection) 
 traject:  (v.t.)  
 trajectory:  (n.)   
 projectile:  (n.)   
 
 
  


